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Struggles with MSP Billing Efficiency

365Solutions is a Gold-Certified Microsoft Partner 

providing cloud solutions and managed services to small 

and medium sized businesses in the UK, Ireland and Russia.

Like many Microsoft Partners, the company faced time-

consuming tasks related to billing that hampered its ability 

to scale its recurring cloud business. In particular, 

365Solutions’ had difficulties with:

• Tracking Customers’ subscription changes

• Billing pro-ration for these changes

• Enabling Self-service for order processing

• Azure consumption billing

365Solutions tried several vendors’ billing systems, but ran 

into continued limitations in the areas of online customer 

access, individual login credentials, the ability to see data 

on consumption and usage, and being able to bill 

individual customers accordingly.

To continue growing, the company needed a system that 

was intuitive and easy to use, while providing all the 

services they needed so they could focus less on billing 

reconciliation and more on sales and support. They turned 

to Work 365.

Built on Dynamics 365, Work 365 helps 

you deliver exceptional customer service, 

increase profit margins, and streamline 

accounting and sales.

The Work 365 Solution

365Solutions chose Work 365 due to its capabilities in a 

number of areas needed for their CSP business. Some of 

the stand-out features include:



Results

Now that 365Solutions uses Work 365 to handle the billing and subscription management 

for its managed services business, it has realized the following benefits: 

• 80% decrease in time and labor spent on billing. 365Solutions has been able to realign 

two of its accounting resources to sales and operations as a result

• 4 hours of daily sales time gained, now that its sales team spends less time on 

customer support

• Higher customer satisfaction levels, due to the transparency provided by Work 365

Work 365 is constantly updating the system with improvements to make processes more 

automated, intuitive and address the pain points that Partners and CSPs have with 

consistent updates. 

Scale your CSP business and grow your cloud profitability today! 

Email: sales@work365apps.com l Website: www.work365apps.com

• Azure Consumption Transparency: Work 365 allows an MSP’s customers to view 

daily Azure consumption and costs on-demand

• Subscription and License Change Logs: The system lets customers view the day and 

time when subscription and license change requests were made, which creates more 

accurate billing and minimizes invoice disputes

• Multi-Currency Platform: 365Solutions’ international staff and customer base are 

equally supported in their daily business operations and transactions

• Online Customer Self-Service Portal: Work 365’s online portal allows customers to 

upgrade or downgrade licenses, track license quantity changes, submit support tickets, 

and view invoices all in one system without requiring any input from 365Solutions 

• Billing Reconciliation: The system allows 365Solutions to bill accurately, track invoice 

payment, and streamline its invoicing process in a single system

365Solutions began with a Work 365 onboarding session that took three weeks to migrate 

its UK office systems to the new tool. The process went so smoothly that migrating its 

second Russian office to Work 365 took only one week. 

Alex Martynov
Business Development 

Director

We could have gone with a local vendor but wanted 

to work with a company that could support the same 

platform across all our regions.

“


